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G. Mannoury, A. Heyting, E. W. Beth, H. Freudenthal, H. D. 
Kloosterman, J. G. van der Corput, J. Wolff, W. van der Woude, 
J. A. Schouten, J. Tinbergen, B. van der Pol, and E. J. 
Dyksterhuis. 
The papers republished in the book illustrate highlights in 
the work of Dutch mathematicians of the period selected. Exam- 
ples are L. E. J. Brouwer on the invariance of the number of 
dimensions (1911), J. G. van der Corput on exponential sums and 
lattice points in connection with Dirichlet's divisor problem 
(1922), B. van der Pol on relaxation-oscillations (1926), B. L. 
van der Waerden on a conjecture of Baudet (1927), J. A. Schouten 
and D. van Dantzig on unitary geometry (1930), D. van Dantzig on 
topological algebra (1933), W. Hurewicz on homotopy groups (1935), 
H. Freudenthal on suspension homomorphism (1937), and A. F. Monna 
on Dirichlet operators (1939). Of special interest to historians 
of mathematics is an English translation of a section on Eudoxus' 
theory of ratios from the Dutch book on the Elements of Euclid 
by E. J. Dyksterhuis (1930), with commentary by H. J. M. Bos. 
Portraits of the authors are added. The book offers a 
welcome account of some of the more important contributions to 
mathematics made in the early half of the present century. 
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If someone offers you new eyes when you have lost your sight, 
you owe him your thanks. But if the eyes you get are nearsighted 
and unable to focus, you have a right to feel disappointed, if 
not downright resentful. The reader of the present volume, I 
regret to say, is in fox a similar experience. 
The last edition of Theon appeared in 1892 and has long been 
out of print. Hiller's Teubner edition of 1878 is also unavail- 
able, and, in view of the growth of interest in Greek science, 
texts and translations of primary source materials should be 
welcomed as never before. The present book contains the first 
published English translation of Theon and so makes his work 
accessible to a far wider public than a new Greek text would. 
Scholars will regret the absence of an accompanying Greek text, 
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but the publisher explains in a prefatory note that including the 
Greek "would double the size and cost of the book, and thus re- 
duce exposure." 
Indeed the book is not directed at an academic audience. The 
title of the series in which it appears bears out this fact, as 
do the publisher's remark that "the works of Thomas Taylor (1758- 
1831) offer a grasp of Platonic philosophy that is yet to be 
demonstrated by the plethora of dead letter grammarians who have 
followed him" and the list of books suggested for further reading 
(P. viii). 
Theon's work divides into three sections--arithmetic, music, 
and astronomy--and interests historians of these subjects not 
least because Theon relies heavily on earlier material and fre- 
quently cites his sources by name. For a summary of the contents, 
see Heath, History of Greek Mathematics (Oxford, 1921, Vol. 1, 
pp. 112 f.; Vol. 2, pp. 239 ff.). 
The translators present Theon in a way which forms a marked 
contrast to Heath, who calls the work "a curious medley," refers 
to its "patchwork character," and points out that it contains 
little material which is not presented and presented more fully 
in the more successful Introductio Arithmetica by Theon's con- 
temporary, Nicomachus. In Heath's judgment, the work is "valu- 
able, not intrinsically, but for the numerous historical notices 
which it contains." This is especially true for the sections on 
music and astronomy. 
On the other hand, the Lawlors prefer Theon to Nicomachus 
and, more fundamentally, do not treat him simply as a source of 
scraps of information about Greek science, but as a purveyor of 
an ancient tradition which came to Greece from Egyptian, Indian, 
Babylonian, and other Mid-Eastern and Eastern cultures, and is 
distinguished from later "rational" thought, embodied in Euclid's 
work, by "its unfaltering integration of numerical or scientific 
modes of knowledge with metaphysical and mystic cosmologies" 
(p. x). Thus, "at the beginning of almost every exposition, 
Theon will say repeatedly, 'Starting from Unity,' as if each 
engagement of the mind is to poise itself in the immutable one- 
ness before it enters into the specificities, determinations and 
progressions which unfold out of the supra-rational Unit. The 
number One (or Unity) considered as the Mystical Monad is much 
more than the quantified unit: it is comparable to God and is 
the seed or seminal essence of everything which exists" (p- xi). 
Whatever the reader may think of this philosophical bias, 
whether he reads Theon for the secret doctrine or for information 
on Greek mathematics, music, and astronomy, he has a right to 
expect a version that is faithful to the original. It is on the 
quality of the translation that the book must stand or fall. 
Unfortunately, it falls. The translation is based on the 
French, not the Greek, of Dupuis' bilingual edition. This would 
be a poor method in the best of circumstances, but in the present 
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case the circumstances are not so favorable. The Greek is not 
always straightforward, so that in many places the translator 
must interpret as well as translate. He requires independent 
access to the text, both to locate such passages and to deal with 
them intelligently. And there are few indications that the Greek 
was consulted. (One case where it was: on page 6 in recounting 
the discussion of branches of mathematics that Plato mentions in 
the Epinomis, Theon says, "Following this he mentions another 
experience and art which he calls stereometry." The words "ex- 
perience and" reflect the Greek text, but not Dupuis' translation, 
which unaccountably omits them.) 
For the greatest part, the translators follow Dupuis (both 
in the translation and in the footnotes and end notes) without 
qualms, and with frequently unfortunate results. In general this 
is bad practice, since our knowledge of Greek mathematics and 
science has come a long way since 1892 and a modern translator 
owes his readers notes and bibliography that take account of 
20th-century work in these fields. 
Worse yet are all the inaccuracies in translation from the 
French--so many that the book becomes in some ways an obstacle 
to learning about Theon. In large parts of the book mistakes 
occur at the rate of about two per page. They are of many kinds. 
Lines of the text and even entire sentences disappear for 
no apparent reason. For example (and I must stress that the 
errors I cite do not form a complete list by any means, only a 
representative selection), page 13, line 12: add "Now also the 
monad is the intelligible idea of the one, and this is indivis- 
ible"--one case where it pays to go behind Dupuis' French to the 
Greek text. On page 15, line 13: the sentence beginning there 
should read, not the nonsensical "But in the measure of the terms, 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, the ratio of the number 2 to unity is double," 
but "But as the terms increase, their ratio to each other de- 
creases. For example, if the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are given, 
the ratio of 2 to 1 is double." I note two other cases of this 
type of error on this page. 
Elsewhere the connection of thought is rendered obscure. 
Page 13, lines 1 and 5, instead of reading "because . . . Moreover" 
should read "either . . . or." Page 11, line 18 f., should read 
"And so, if the numerical study of music is related to the theory 
of pure numbers," not "Then so that the numerical principles of 
music can be connected to the theory of abstract numbers." 
And frequently sense becomes nonsense: for example, page 
11, line 6: "We have no need for instrumental music," not "We 
have no need for a musical instrument"; page 11, line 10: "to 
understand celestial harmony and music," not "to understand har- 
mony and the celestial music"; page 16, line 17 f.: speaking of 
numbers which are relatively prime, Theon says, "they indeed have 
unity for common measure either in relation to one another or in 
relation to the absolutely [i.e., not just relatively] prime 
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numbers," not "in relation to one another or in relation to their 
prime factors "--another case in which the error is due initially 
to Dupuis, not to the Lawlors. Page 128, line 5 f., should tell 
us that "Oenopides was the first to find the obliquity of the 
zodiac," not that he "found the first obliquity of the zodiac." 
Page 143, line 27, should say "It can indeed be deduced from 
these two last relations," not "... that these two last rela- 
tions." More examples could be provided, but the point has been 
made sufficiently. 
The end is not yet in sight. We find some material not taken 
from Dupuis, but even this is not always comprehensible. Page 
85, n. 7: "The ratio of 14:ll for finding the area of the circle 
is attributed to Archimedes, but can be derived as well from the 
approximately 7:ll ratio of the vertical half-section of the 
Gizeh pyramid. Both [sic!] ratios give an approximation of the 
v$ *S' (Should this be &?) 
Other errors abound which one must suppose due to careless 
proofreading rather than ignorance of French or mathematics. 
Page 84, lines 26, 31, 34, 37, should read "fortieth," not 
"fourth." Page 85, n. 6, should tell us that 10,000 X 10,000 
is 100,000,000, not 10,000,000. Page 135, line 10, should read 
x3 = 2a3, not x2 = 2a3. Page 138, line 10, should have 6n+3, 
not 6n + 3. Page 138, line 18, should have 36n2, not 36n. Page 
138, line 20, should read 36n2 rt 12n + 1, not 36n rt 12n + 1. 
Page 143, line 29, should have y12 - 2xV2 = il, not &l. 
The reader unable to consult a Greek text or Dupuis' trans- 
lation may be forgiven if he comes away thinking that Theon was 
an inferior mathematician indeed! 
I note a great number of mistakes which appear due to exces- 
sive dependence on the French text and too little familiarity 
with facts about the ancient world and the traditions of scholar- 
ship. Place names appear in French forms: "Cnide" for "Cnidus" 
(p. 82, line 27), "Carie" for "Caria" (p. 82, n. 3), "Chio" for 
"Chios" (p. 135, line 6), "Euripe" for "Euripus" (p. 154 passim), 
"Evea" for "Euboea" (p. 154 passim). (As the French is "Eube'e" 
the source of "Evea" is obscure.) Personal names also show the 
influence of the French version: "Aristoxenes" for "Aristoxenus ' 
"Dicearchus" for "Dicaearchus," "Timothy" for "Timotheus." (See' 
the Index, pp. 161 ff.) 
The section of the Introduction entitled "Earlier Editions 
of Theon" is badly confused. It identifies as "manuscripts in 
Latin" four printed books which contain the Greek text, not all 
of which contain Latin versions. All four have titles in Latin 
which the translators, ignorant alike of bibliographic practice 
(which requires titles to be left in the original) and of Latin, 
have mangled to the point of unintelligibility. After this comes 
a translation of some, but by no means all, of Dupuis' discus- 
sion of the MSS of Theon--including practically nothing on the 
two most important MSS used by Hiller for the Teubner text. The 
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list of MSS garbles Dupuis' clear discussion, and his treatment 
of the indirect tradition of the text vanishes. In view of the 
intended readership of the book it is not clear why this section 
was translated at all, but given that it was, the reader deserves 
much better than he gets. 
Finally, the many misprints which should not have been al- 
lowed to pass the proofreader's eye hamper the reader's enjoyment 
of this interesting text. The Greek words which turn up occasion- 
ally are usually spelled correctly, but are usually accented 
incorrectly or not at all. In the English, the paucity of 
apostrophes dismays, the misplacing of quotation marks confuses, 
and the misspelling of words appalls. 
Is the book worth reading? Not if you can get hold of Dupuis 
or the Teubner text and have control of the appropriate language. 
And if you can't or haven't? The answer can only be a yes, if 
it is qualified by many serious reservations. The intent to 
make works like Theon's available is to be praised and we hope 
that more can be published, and soon. But we hope just as 
strongly that subsequent volumes are of a markedly higher 
standard. 
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No applied mathematician of our times has been more influen- 
tial, more discussed, and more wrangled over than the subject of 
this biography. The author is his daughter, a fact that will 
stir apprehension; but not to worry: Joan Box keeps "patriolatry" 
[parent worship] nicely at bay while weaving her family knowledge 
into the story of Ronald Fisher's rise and canonization in the 
fields of mathematical statistics, biometry, and genetics. She 
handles contentious matters with skill, dispassion, and reason- 
ably light bias. 
Fisher's minibiography reads something like this: Born in 
London in 1890, he was educated at the University of Cambridge 
(mathematics and physics), and took an early interest in the 
writings of Darwin, Mendel, Galton, and Karl Pearson. In 1919 
he was appointed statistician to the celebrated Rothamsted Ex- 
perimental Station at Harpenden, England. By the 1930s he was- 
being recognized as the founder of a new era. On his foundations 
arose the midcentury Anglo-American dominance in theoretical and 
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